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1. Prime all surfaces of all wood, then paint? 

Primer: Zinsser Bulls Eye 2 Exterior primer, at Lowe’s 

Finish: Duramax Satin Exterior, at Lowe’s 

What is the drying time for these two liquids? 

2. Lay out the T-111.  Use the cut order shown on John McC’s SKU printout.  Make the gable ends a 

45 no matter what.  Or should I cut the two diagonals on Front and the two diagonals on Back 

later? 

3. Cut a 45 miter on the tops of Side L and Side R.  If necessary, shorten the height of Side L or Side 

R to make their heights equal. 

MAKE SPECIAL OPENINGS IN FRONT AND BACK 

4. Measure, mark and use jigsaw to cut the door opening in Front.  The bottom of the opening 

should be 2 3/4 above the bottom of Front, even if the plan says less, to leave a short lip above 

the top of the Floor.  Why the lip again?  Relieve the sharp corners with a sander or a file. 

5. Measure mark and cut the vent in Back, maybe 6 by 6, the bottom of which is located higher if 

the hinge is at the bottom and lower if the hinge is at the top.  Can I avoid the valleys in the T-

111?  Better yet, flip the hatch over and make the mesh the   I should leave the rounded corners 

from the four drill bit holes rather than squaring the corners, for pretty when it’s open, so use a 

big bit. 

FFFigure out the best way to open and close this vent.  Dave said a door hinge.  John McC 

shows how in Sketch Up using “offset hinges.”  A piano hinge requires that a strip of wood 

the width of the hatch cover be attached above or below the opening, and the hinge 

attaches to that. 

 

NO NO NO I must build the Foundation and then the Floor and attach the Floor to the Foundation 

before I can cut the corner studs to length.  I must also assemble the 4 vertical panels first.  Only then 

may I mark (not measure) for corner studs or rafters.  But how can I assemble the 4 vertical panels 

without any corner studs?  By using studs that are too long to begin with; they can be disassembled and 

cut and maybe they can be miter-cut to length in place. 

Start over.  Yes, I must build the Foundation and the Floor and attach the Sides and Front and Back to 

that Foundation before I can mark for the lengths of the four corner studs, which lengths must be 

accurate if the roof panel is to mate up well with the side panel.  The problem is how to screw the side 

panels and Front and Back together in order to get the measurements of the inside dimensions of the 

four-vertical-panel box. 

ASSEMBLE BOX TEMPORARILY, USING TEMPORARILY PLACED STUDS 



6. Temporarily attach four corner studs that are too tall, two to Side L and two to Side R.  Flush the 

outsides.  The bottom of each temporary stud must be the same height above the bottom of its 

Side panel, say exactly 3 1/2 inches.  (Later we’ll lower the bottoms of the corner studs to 2 1/4 

above the bottoms of the Sides.) 

7. Temporarily screw Back to Side L, flushing the bottoms of those two panels.  Repeat for the 

other three corners, making sure all the bottoms are flush.  Check for square at all four corners 

and by comparing diagonals. 

MAKE THE FOUNDATION 

8. Squaring the resulting box first, mark, using the inside dimensions of the bottom, for the four 

Foundation 2 by 4s.  Cut and assemble those treated 2 by 4s, with the narrow ends overlapping 

the long sides and not vice versa.  The resulting frame should barely fit up inside the temporary 

box we finished in Step 7.  Do check each cut piece of 2 by 4 to see whether it fits inside that 

box.  The Foundation requires screws that are 2 1/2 or 2 3/4, not the usual 1 5/8.  Once 

everything’s OK with the Foundation, sink the screws deeper. 

MAKE AND ATTACH FLOOR TO FOUNDATION 

9. Squaring the Foundation first, mark for the Floor using the outside dimensions of the 

Foundation, saw, and screw the Floor to the Foundation.  The outsides should flush, and the box 

we finished in Step 7 should still barely slip over the Floor and the Foundation.  Make it fit, 

maybe by taking a belt sander or a plane to the Floor. 

ATTACH FOUR LEGS TO FOUNDATION 

10. Cut the four legs from treated 2 by 4.  Each is 5 1/2 long.  Screw them inside the corners of the 

Foundation per the plan, flushing their tops to the bottom face of Floor.  Use 2 1/2- or 2 3/4-

inch screws sunk deep, or 16d nails.  Each such connection will support one fourth of the weight 

of house plus dog.  Consider pre-drilling for screws or blunting the nails to prevent the wood 

from splitting. 

Unlike other screws, sink these screws deep into the first piece of wood.  Install screws from the 

outside and from the inside, and angle them slightly upwards to better resist the weight on the 

legs. 

Here’s where one screw might bump into another screw.  Warn helpers. 

Should I sharpen the bottoms of these legs?  Meaning using a belt sander or something to shave 

off the two edges to blunt points, to prevent rocking? 

ATTACH BOX TO FOUNDATION 

11. Do slip the four-panel box over the Foundation and screw the bottom of each Side to the 

Foundation 2 by 4 inside it, then screw the bottom of Front and Back to the Foundation 2 by 4 

inside it.  The critical element is the distance between the bottom of the vertical panel and the 

bottom of the 2 by 4 under it.  The plan calls for that distance, the amount the Foundation 2 by 

4 is exposed, to be 2 1/4 inches, but make it exactly the same no matter what.  Maybe use four 

gauge blocks. 



ATTACH FOUR PERMANENT CORNER STUDS 

12. Remove the left back temporary corner stud, flip it upside down, and rest the sharp point on the 

Floor, then mark a crow’s foot on it at the inside top of Side L, which is the stud height we want.  

Saw it to that height and screw it permanently to the back end of Side L, flushing the outsides.  

The square bottom will rest on the Floor, and the 45-degree mitered top will align with the miter 

on Side L, and they will both align with the left diagonal of Back, we hope.  Screw the left side of 

Back to the stud we just screwed to the back end of Side L.  The back left corner is now 

permanently attached. 

13. Repeat Step 11 for the other three corner studs.  The four corner studs are now attached to the 

two Sides, and the Front and Back are screwed to Side L and Side R using those corner studs. 

INSTALL THE FOUR RAFTERS 

14. Place the designated 2 by 2 ridge beam at 36 inches long against the peak of Back and mark the 

two lines of the diamond outline.  Use the other end to mark the corresponding diamond at the 

peak of Front. 

15. Mark for the length of the rafter in the back left corner.  The eave end will be a miter matching 

the top of the stud in that corner, and the ridge end will be square, leaving room for the 

diamond-oriented ridge beam.  Cut that rafter and screw it inside the left diagonal of Back, 

flushing the outsides of the diagonal.  Remember, better long than short. 

16. Repeat Step 14 for the corner rafter at the right side of Back.  Test fit the ridge beam at the peak 

and shorten the rafters on the Back panel (or shave the ridge beam) as necessary. 

17. Repeat Steps 14 to 16 for the Front.  All four rafters are now installed, two screwed to the 

diagonals of Back and two screwed to the diagonals of Front. 

CUT RIDGE BEAM TO LENGTH 

18. Measure or better yet directly mark for and cut the ridge beam to length (36 per the plan). 

CUT ROOF PANELS TO WIDTH 

19. Take three measurements to arrive at a good average.  Ideally all three will be the same.  The 

distances are from the front face of Front to the back face of Back.  One measurement is at the 

ridge, another is at the top of Side R, and the third is at the top of Side L.  Let’s say all three are 

37 1/4.  Add 4 inches to that average, which will allow for 2 inches of overhang at each gable 

end.  37 1/4 + 4 = 41 1/4. 

20. Cut the 3/4 plywood sheet to result in a keeper side that’s 41 1/4 by 48, per the plan.  This 

rectangle contains Roof R and Roof L and a strip of scrap between them.  We want to use as 

many linear inches of factory edge as possible. 

CUT ROOF R TO HEIGHT 

21. Take two measurements for the height of Roof R, i.e., the distance from the ridge down to the 

eave.  Measure down from the peak of Back to the outside face of Side R.  Take the same 



measurement at the Front.  Average them, which we’ll say is 20 1/4.  Add 2 inches, which will 

allow for a 2-inch overhang at the right side eave, measured along the diagonal. 

20 1/4 + 2 = 22 1/4. 

22. Cut the 3/4 plywood so the keeper rectangle, Roof R, is 41 1/4 by 22 1/4. 

ATTACH RIDGE BEAM TO ROOF R 

23. Screw the 2 by 2 Ridge Beam to the inside top of Roof R, centering it from front to back and 

flushing the upper corner of the diamond of the Ridge Beam to the bottom face of the top of 

Roof R.  See the plan. 

ATTACH ROOF R TO TWO RIGHT RAFTERS 

24. Place Roof R in position as correctly as possible and screw it to the right rafter attached to Back 

and then to the right rafter attached at Front. 

According to the plan the screws should be 3 3/8 inches inside of the outer edge.  2 overhang + 

5/8 T-111+ 1 1/2 – 3/4 = 3 3/8. 

CUT ROOF L TO HEIGHT 

25. Take two measurements for the height of Roof L, i.e., the distance from the ridge down to the 

eave.  Measure down from the peak of Back to the outside face of Side L.  Take the same 

measurement at the Front.  Average them, which we’ll say is the same 20 1/4 as for Roof R.  Add 

2 inches, which will allow for a 2-inch overhang at the left side eave, measured along the 

diagonal.  Add a other 3/4 to account for the overlap of Roof L over Roof R at the ridge. 

20 1/4 + 2 + 3/4 = 23. 

26. Cut the 3/4 plywood so the keeper rectangle is 41 1/4 by 23. 

ATTACH ROOF L TO TWO RAFTERS AND TO RIDGE BEAM 

27. Place Roof L in position as correctly as possible, per the plan, and screw it to the rafter attached 

to Back and then to the rafter attached at Front. 

28. Screw Roof L to the Ridge Beam attached to the top of Roof R.  At this point the doghouse is 

completely constructed.  (Except for the hatch cover in Back.) 

PAINT AND LARD 

29. Engage in the execrable activity called painting, which is always evil.  Happiness will gradually 

disappear over time.  Soul will slowly die by degrees.  With each brush or roller stroke, reason 

for living will become less and less apparent. 

30. But eventually, before I succumb to a shotgun in the mouth to end the pain, the painting will be 

finished and dried, and we can site the doghouse on the concrete patio and throw some 

perfectly cooked bacon in the back and see whether PheyeG’hdeaux likes his new doghouse. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


